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ABSTRACT

This article presents an experimental study
on adopting and integrating the existing IP pro-
tocols and mechanisms into an optical network
control plane. Although there has been much
research effort on the conceptual and functional
requirements for the control of optical networks,
this article focuses on the design and implemen-
tation of an optical control plane. The proposed
control plane implements the key functions such
as routing, signaling, protection/restoration, and
quality of service.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of the Internet and new digital
services are driving the demand for huge band-
width. With technical and economic feasibility,
the optical network is becoming an ideal Internet
transport infrastructure in core and metro net-
works due to its potentially unlimited bandwidth
(in this article, the term optical network refers to a
wavelength-division multiplexed, WDM, optical
network). Although optical networks are already
in use to provide point-to-point connections for a
multilayer architecture to transport Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) traffic, service providers have experi-
enced high management cost and complexity.
Therefore, such a multilayer model is undergoing
a “delayering” and moving toward a two-layer
architecture which transports IP traffic directly
over the optical network. Nevertheless, issues
such as rapid and effective bandwidth provision-
ing and protection/restoration remain quite chal-
lenging with this new architecture.

Reference [1] is one of the earliest papers (if
not the very first) to propose the use of IP-centric
control over optical networks. Since then, there
have been many ongoing research activities in the
area of IP over optical networks [2–6], and today
there is a consensus that the IP routing and sig-
naling protocols can be adapted for the optical
network control. In particular, the multiprotocol
lambda switching (MPλS) [3] control plane has
been proposed for this purpose, which is essen-
tially the multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)

control plane with optical extensions. More
recently, generalized MPLS (GMPLS) has also
been proposed to further extend MPLS to sup-
port multiple switching types, for example, packet
switching, time-division multiplexed (TDM)
switching, lambda switching, and fiber switching
[4]. In the MPλS/GMPLS control plane, Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Intermediate Sys-
tem to Intermediate System (IS-IS) is used as the
interior gateway protocol (IGP), and Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) or Constraint-
Based Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-
LDP) is used as the signaling protocol. However,
the components in the MPλS/GMPLS control
plane primarily define the functionality and are
not restricted to some specific protocols or algo-
rithms, mainly to facilitate the parallel evolution
of different components. For further information
on the structure of the MPLS/GMPLS control
plane, the reader is referred to [2–5].

The objective of this article is to present an
experimental study on adopting and integrating
existing IP protocols to design a flexible, scalable,
and resilient optical control plane. The focus of
this article is on the design and implementation
issues, not the conceptual and functional require-
ments and mechanisms studied in most of the
existing literature. While the proposed control
plane is similar to the MPλS/GMPLS control
plane, several additional considerations are intro-
duced in this article. Our motivation is that incre-
mental extensions of existing protocols for reuse
may not be the best choice in terms of software
complexity and overhead in some cases. There-
fore, during the design and implementation, a
more careful examination is made of the reusable
IP protocol software artifacts to determine neces-
sary extensions as well as possible curtailments.
The proposed control plane takes this principle
into consideration and augments the ongoing
MPλS/GMPLS research efforts.

This article is organized as follows. First, we
give an overview of the proposed optical control
plane architecture and its four modules: the
resource management module (RMM), the con-
nection module (CM), the protection/restoration
module (PRM), and the main module (MM).
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Then we describe, in more detail, the functions of
the RMM and CM, respectively. To illustrate the
importance of optical network survivability, we
discuss the functions of PRM. Finally, we intro-
duce the MM and conclude the current work
while suggesting some future research topics.

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
This article considers a mesh optical network
used to connect high-speed IP/MPLS client
routers in client networks, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each optical node consists of an optical crosscon-
nect (OXC) and a control plane, as shown in Fig.
2. The control plane is an IP-based controller that
employs IP protocols to operate the underlying
OXC. The control plane may be integrated into
the same box as the OXC, or a separate router
used to control the OXC. Between two neighbor-
ing OXCs, a dedicated out-of-band wavelength is
preconfigured as the IP connectivity, and a reli-
able Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket
connection is set up as the control channel to
transmit the control messages. A control message
is processed and relayed in hop-by-hop fashion.

In the control plane proposed in this article,
the generic functions in the MPλS/GMPLS con-
trol plane are mapped into different functional
modules. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed con-
trol plane consists of four modules: the RMM,
CM, PRM, and MM. The RMM is used for rout-
ing and wavelength assignment (RWA), topology
and resource discovery, and quality of service
(QoS) support. The routing protocol in RMM is
OSPF-based, similar to that of MPλS/GMPLS,
although the proposed control plane does not
consider the complex routing hierarchy. CM is
used for lightpath signaling and maintenance. In
the MPλS/GMPLS control plane, CR-LDP or
RSVP is used for signaling. However, in the pro-
posed control plane, a more flexible and efficient
signaling protocol based on TCP is implemented
for CM. In the documented research efforts on
the MPλS/GMPLS control plane, survivability has
attracted less attention than other functions. Con-
sidering the paramount importance of survivabili-
ty in optical networks, the proposed control plane
contains an independent PRM for fault monitor-
ing and fast protection/restoration. The objective
of the MM is to receive the incoming messages
and work closely with other modules to process
the requests. With the above functional modules,
the control plane enables the WDM layer to be

extended into a network-layer technology that
provides network-layer intelligence to enable the
optical network to become a flexible, scalable,
and resilient network.

THE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT MODULE

The main functions of the RMM are resource dis-
covery and maintenance, QoS support, and RWA.
In RMM, the topology and resource availability
information is stored in a database consisting of
some tables. The active neighbor information
(two neighboring nodes are defined as active
neighbors if the physical link between them is in
working condition) between a given node and its
neighbors is detected by the neighbor discovery
mechanism and stored in a local connectivity vec-
tor (LCV) whose ith element represents the link
cost of the active connectivity to the ith node.
Link cost 0 indicates the link is in fault or there is
no link between the two nodes. A topology con-
nectivity matrix (TCM) is used to store the net-
work topology (in OSPF this is stored in the link
state database). Figure 4 shows a TCM of an
optical network with N nodes. The ith row is the
LCV of node i plus a timestamp (a sequence
number) which is used to recognize the out-of-
date LCV during the flooding procedure.

In RMM, the local resource availability is stored
in a local resource table (LRT). Table 1 shows the
LRT of a node with M ports and W wavelengths
per fiber. In Table 1, the node ID (a unique ID to
address the optical node) represents the ID of the
peering node connected to that port. λi status indi-
cates the state of the ith wavelength in the fiber
attached to the port. A wavelength can be in one
of the following states: used and preemptable, used
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■ Figure 1. A mesh optical network.
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and nonpreemptable, reserved, available, and faulty.
The used and preemptable state indicates this
wavelength is being used by a low-priority light-
path and can be preempted by a high-priority
lightpath. The reserved state indicates this wave-
length is used by one or multiple protection
path(s). The λ i SRLG list stores the shared risk
link group (SRLG) information of the primary
paths whose protection paths have reserved this
wavelength. It is valid only if the λ i status is
“reserved.” An SRLG is an administration group
associated with some optical resources that likely
share common vulnerability to a single failure [7].
For example, all fibers in the same conduit can be
assigned one SRLG identifier because they will
all likely fail under a conduit cut. The RMM also
maintains a global resource table (GRT) consisting
of LRTs of all nodes (in OSPF, this is stored in
the link state database).

The RMM adopts a similar neighbor discovery
mechanism as in OSPF [8]. To discover and main-
tain active neighbor information, each control
plane sends hello messages periodically on all out-
going links. If a control plane does not receive a
hello message from a neighboring control channel
within some initially negotiated hold time, this link
is considered failed. The PRM will be invoked to
process the fault. On the other hand, if a control
plane receives a hello message from a failed link,
the link is considered restored. When the LCV is
updated due to a link cost change, link failure, or
restoration, it is broadcast to the network.

Resource discovery is also based on OSPF [8]
and employs a similar flooding mechanism in
OSPF to broadcast the LCV and LRT of a given
node to the entire network. Each node builds
their TCM and GRT using the received LCVs
and LRTs. Generally, when there is a change or
the update timer expires, the LCV is encapsulat-
ed in a topology update message and flooded in
the network. For the LRT, the wavelength status
needs to be broadcast. However, the LRT is
generally large and impossible to encapsulate in
a single message. In addition, it is not necessary
to broadcast the entire LRT whenever there is a
small change (e.g., a status change of one wave-
length of a port). Hence, alternatively, only the
wavelength status that has changed since the last
broadcast need be flooded in the network. The
status change of one wavelength is specified by
the tuple <node ID, port ID, λ status>. Gener-
ally, to reduce the message processing overhead,
multiple tuples (i.e., multiple wavelength status
changes) are encapsulated in a resource update
message. The λ i SRLG list will not be encapsu-
lated in the resource update message unless the λi
status is reserved. As in the OSPF flooding
mechanism [8], the control plane employs the
sequence number (timestamp) from the topology
update message and resource update message to
resolve the looping problem.

The RMM utilizes different RWA algorithms
to support QoS. Current RWA algorithms do
not consider wavelength conversion. However,
they can easily be extended to consider this situ-
ation. Explicit source routing is realized in the
control plane, and the Shortest Path First (SPF)
algorithm is used to compute the end-to-end
routing path based on TCM. The computed
routing path is cached for subsequent requests
to save per-request routing computation over-
head. The first-fit policy is used to assign an
available wavelength for a lightpath based on
GRT. In the control plane, three QoS classes
have been defined: mission-critical, protection-
sensitive, and best-effort. Best-effort service only
requires restoration and may be preempted by
mission-critical traffic. For a client request in
this service class, the RMM computes an end-to-
end path using SPF and assigns a wavelength in
“available” status along the path. Mission-critical
service needs a dedicated protection path, and
the establishment of either the primary or pro-
tection lightpath may preempt an existing light-
path of best-effort service class. For a
mission-critical client request, the primary path
is computed first, and an edge-disjoint path is
computed as the protection path. Then for each
path, RMM assigns a wavelength of available or
used and preemptible status along that path.

Protection-sensitive service requires only
shared protection; once the primary and protec-
tion lightpaths of this service type have been
established, neither can be preempted. On the
other hand, the establishment of both primary
and protection lightpaths cannot preempt any
existing lightpaths. Path computation for the
protection-sensitive service class is similar to that
for the mission-critical service class. The wave-
length assignment for the primary path is also
similar, except it requires that the assigned
wavelength be in available status. However,

■ Figure 4. A topology connectivity matrix.
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■ Table 1. A local resource table.

Port 1 Node ID λl status … λj status … λw status
λl SRLG list λj SRLG list λw SRLG list

… … … … … … …

Port i Node ID λl status … λj status … λw status
λl SRLG list λj SRLG list λw SRLG list

… … … … … … …

Port M Node ID λl status … λj status … λw status
λl SRLG list λj SRLG list λw SRLG list
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wavelength assignment for the protection path is
more complex because wavelength sharing needs
more consideration. With protection-sensitive traf-
fic, two protection paths can share a wavelength if
their primary paths are link disjoint. In order to
maintain such information, the control plane
assigns a unique SRLG ID to each link. Thus,
there is an SRLG list for a primary path. For
those protection paths that share a wavelength (in
reserved status), the SRLG lists of their primary
paths are stored in the λi SRLG list of this wave-
length. When there is a change in the λi SRLG list
(e.g., adding or deleting an SRLG ID), it is broad-
cast to the network in the resource update message.
Such information is collected into the GRT by
each node. Thus, during the wavelength assign-
ment for a protection path, the RMM can check
for conflict between the SRLG list of its primary
path and the λ i SRLG list of a reserved wave-
length in order to determine if this reserved wave-
length can be assigned. Therefore, by maintaining
a λi SRLG list for each reserved wavelength, the
RMM can assign a reserved wavelength to a pro-
tection path such that multiple protection paths
can share the same wavelength.

THE CONNECTION MODULE
The main functions of the CM are lightpath sig-
naling and maintenance. At each node, a light-
path table (LT) is maintained by the CM to
manage all lightpaths (originating, passing
through, and terminating) over the OXC. Table
2 shows an entry of an LT. The lightpath identi-
fier (lightpath ID) includes the source node ID,
destination node ID, and a sequence number.
The sequence number distinguishes the light-
paths originating at a given node. Thus, a light-
path ID uniquely identifies a lightpath in the
entire network. The status attribute indicates the
state of a lightpath (creating, reserved, active, or
deleted). The QoS type attribute indicates the
service class of the traffic. The input/output port
ID represents the ID of the incoming/outgoing
port of the lightpath in the OXC (the port ID is
only unique in each node). The λ ID indicates
the assigned wavelength of this lightpath.

The signaling of a lightpath is performed in a
hop-by-hop fashion. When the MM receives a
client request, it transfers the request to the
PRM, where the QoS information is extracted
from the request. Then the PRM invokes the
RMM for RWA with the QoS parameter. For
each path, a connection request message is formed
including the lightpath ID, lightpath type (prima-
ry or protection), routing path, assigned wave-
length, and QoS type. If this is a protection path
of protection-sensitive service, the SRLG list of
its primary path is also included in the message.
This message is processed at each hop and then
forwarded to the next hop toward the destination
node. The destination node then sends an
acknowledgment (ACK) back to the source node
along the path. If the lightpath setup is blocked at
any hop due to resource conflict, a negative ACK
(NAK) is sent back to the source node.

At each hop, the lightpath signaling processing
can be divided into two parts: resource reserva-
tion/release and lightpath state transfer processing.
Resource reservation is responsible for reserving

the wavelength resource; resource release is basi-
cally the inverse of resource reservation. The fol-
lowing procedure illustrates resource reservation:
• Determine the input/output ports by the

path information.
• If the QoS type is best-effort and the

assigned wavelength is available, set the
wavelength status to used and preemptible.

• If the QoS type is mission-critical:
–If the assigned wavelength is available, the
wavelength status is set to used and nonpre-
emptible.
–If the assigned wavelength is used and pre-
emptible, abort the existing lightpath on
this wavelength. The wavelength status is
set to used and nonpreemptible.

• If the QoS is protection-sensitive:
–If it is a primary lightpath and the assigned
wavelength is available, set the wavelength
status to used and nonpreemptible.
–If it is a protection lightpath type:
–If the assigned wavelength is available, set
its status to reserved.
–If the assigned wavelength is reserved,
compare the SRLG list in the message with
the SRLG list of the assigned wavelength λi
SRLG list) if there is no SRLG conflict,
Add the SRLG list in the message to the
SRLG list of the assigned wavelength.
If resource reservation fails (in wavelength

status checking or SRLG list checking), a NAK,
including the information in the connection
request message, is sent back to the upstream
node. Otherwise, the CM begins to process the
lightpath state transfer. Lightpath state transfer
processing is also invoked when the CM receives
an ACK or NAK for a lightpath from the down-
stream node. Figure 5 shows the state transfer of
a lightpath. After resource reservation succeeds,
the CM allocates an entry in the LT and proper-
ly sets all attributes in the entry with the status
attribute set to creating. When CM receives an
ACK for a lightpath from the downstream node,
the status attribute is set to active or reserved
depending on whether it is a primary or protec-
tion lightpath. A protection lightpath in reserved
status becomes active when the PRM has detect-
ed a failure on the primary lightpath and invoked
the protection process. When the CM receives a
NAK for a lightpath from the downstream node
during the setup procedure, or gets a teardown
or abort message after the lightpath has been
established, the resource will be released, and
the associated entry in the LT will be cleared.

THE PROTECTION/
RESTORATION MODULE

The PRM provides the functions of the setup
coordination of the primary and protection light-
paths, fault detection, and notification. We con-

■ Table 2. A lightpath table entry.

Lightpath ID
Status QoS type Input Output λ ID

SRC DEST         SEQ NUM port ID port ID
node ID node ID
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sider end-to-end protection/restoration where a
link disjointed path is selected for protection/
restoration. Such end-to-end protection/restora-
tion can provide fast recovery without locating
the faulty link. Protection methods include fiber-
level and channel-level protection. This article
considers channel-level protection because it
results in high network utilization. Because the
mesh network is rich in connectivity, the spare
resources can be shared among multiple protec-
tion paths as long as their corresponding work-
ing paths are link disjoint.

When a client request is received by the MM,
it is transferred to the PRM. Then the PRM
invokes the RMM for RWA with the QoS
parameter extracted from the request. For each
path, a connection request message is formed, and
the CM is invoked for signaling by the PRM. If
the client request requires protection, the signal-
ing of the primary and protection paths will be
invoked in parallel by the PRM. Hence the PRM
(of the source control plane) has to take care of
the asynchronous feedbacks (i.e., ACK or NAK)
of the two lightpaths. Only if both the primary
and protection lightpaths have been set up will
the CM send an ACK to the client. Otherwise,
when one of the two lightpaths fails (getting
NAK) on setup, the CM sends a NAK to the
client; if the other lightpath has been set up, that
lightpath needs to be torn down.

The PRM is also responsible for detecting
the failures and initiating protection/restora-
tion. Fault detection can be done by hardware
to detect low-layer impairments such as loss of
signal, or at a higher layer via link-probing
mechanisms. In the control plane, the neigh-
bor discovery mechanism is used to detect the
failure of a link via periodically exchanging
hello messages, as discussed earlier. Node fail-
ure can be divided into OXC and control plane
failure. OXC failure is detected by the control
plane through the hardware mechanism. Con-
trol plane failure is detected indirectly through
the neighbor discovery mechanism. If a control
plane fails, every neighboring control plane
will not be able to receive hello messages from
the failed control plane. As a result, every
neighboring control plane broadcasts a topolo-

gy update message to the network.  After
receiving all of these topology update mes-
sages, every control plane observes that con-
trol plane has failed.

After detecting a failure, the control plane
will send out a failure notification for each
affected lightpath by transmitting a failure indi-
cation signal (FIS) toward the source node. This
notification is relayed hop by hop to the
upstream control plane. Once the source control
plane receives the FIS, it will check the QoS
attribute of the lightpath. If it is best-effort, the
source node will calculate and signal a restora-
tion path, and then invoke rerouting to recover
the working traffic. If the QoS attribute is pro-
tection-sensitive, the source node immediately
invokes the setup signaling for the previously
reserved protection lightpath. For mission-criti-
cal traffic, the destination node can detect the
failure of the primary lightpath and automatical-
ly turn to the protection path.

THE MAIN MODULE
The main function of the MM consists of initial-
izing the control plane, waiting for client
requests or incoming messages (from neighbor-
ing control planes), and invoking other modules
to process each message or request. When a
control plane is started initially or rebooted
(after a failure), the control plane establishes the
control channels to neighboring control planes
(the neighboring information is manually config-
ured) and its clients. It also creates all tables and
data structures (LRT, LCV, LT, GRT, TCM,
etc.). Then the control plane queries neighbor-
ing control planes to update some of these tables
such as TCM and GRT. After initialization, the
MM will accept requests from clients or neigh-
boring control planes and invoke other modules
to process the requests.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article describes the design and implemen-
tation of an IP-centric control plane for optical
networks. The control plane is capable of several
key functions, such as service provisioning, rout-
ing, signaling, protection/restoration, and QoS
support. In the future, more effective routing
algorithms, with other desirable traffic engineer-
ing capabilities to improve resource utilization in
optical networks, as well as more effective pro-
tection/restoration mechanisms will be studied.
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